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movement and in various countries. During the last two
decades the general conditions of national and inter-
national economy have become more complex, though
not less favourable for the development of co-operative
enterprise. The consumers' movement has to face the
greatest difficulties. It is confronted nowadays with the
competition not of a single, isolated trader but of five
powerful rivals, which often occupy a monopolistic
position in industry and trade. These rivals are: the chain
store organisations, the department stores, the bazaars,
the restaurant stores and the distributive organisation of
producing concerns.
All these new forms of trading enterprise have built
up a widely ramified distributive machine supported by
the most intensive use of advertising, and in some cases
by highly developed premium system and hire-purchasing
system.
Co-operative distribution requires also an adjustment
to the change in cultural conditions, to the decrease of the
place taken by food and the increase of other necessities
in the budget of an employed wage-earning family. The
co-operative store which remains mainly a food store
must adopt a more universal character to maintain its
position.
In a few countries like Great Britain, Switzerland,
Scandinavia, the consumers' co-operative organisations
have accumulated sufficient funds to enable them to
establish new forms of enterprise; if the co-operatives do
not introduce them, it is not because of lack of funds.
But in Central Europe, in the Balkans, etc., „ many
consumers' organisations are in need of funds for the
development of their activities*
When passing to the co-operative activities of the
rural producers we find an extremely complicated situa-
tion. The small rural producer also faces the competition
of highly capitalised and mechanised agricultural enter-
prise. Co-operative marketing and supplying organisa-
tions are doing their best, but they are unable to expand
the production of the small farm, which remains a dwarf

